Regulation of toxA by PtxR in Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA103.
Exotoxin A (ETA) production in Pseudomonas aeruginosa requires the regulatory locus regAB. Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA103 produces significantly higher levels of ETA than the prototypic strain PAO1 does, partly because of differences in the regAB locus. Other factors that contribute to this variation are not known. We previously described the P. aeruginosa gene ptxR that positively regulates production of ETA through regAB. ETA production was enhanced but still iron regulated in the PAO1 strain PAO1-XR that carries two copies of ptxR on its chromosome. Here we determine whether ptxR regulation of ETA is different in PA103. In contrast to PAO1-XR, ETA activity produced by PA103-2R, a PA103 strain carrying two copies of ptxR, is enhanced tenfold and partially deregulated in the presence of iron. Real-time PCR transcriptional analysis showed that the copy number of toxA mRNA in PA103-2R is significantly higher than in PA103 in both the presence and absence of iron, yet no similar increase in either regAB or ptxR mRNA copy number was detected. The integrated plasmid together with adjoining DNA was retrieved from the PA103-2R chromosome to determine whether integration-induced DNA changes played a role in this phenotype. Introduction of the retrieved plasmid in PA103 produced a phenotype similar to that of PA103-2R. Sequence analysis of the plasmid revealed the loss of 322 bp within the region 3' of ptxR. A plasmid construct carrying a 4-bp insertion in this same region produced in PA103 a phenotype similar to that of PA103-2R. Our results suggest that the effect of ptxR on toxA expression is different in PA103 than in PAO1 and that this variation in PA103-2R does not occur solely through regAB. Changes within the region 3' of ptxR are critical for the production of the unique PA103-2R phenotype, which occurs in trans and requires intact ptxR, but is not caused by ptxR overexpression.